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Headlines paint violent image
Are teens being buried alive by
headlines? Headlines that portray
them as delinquents? Sex fiends?
Drug addicts?
Reporters Roberta English and Victoria Young studied Chicago headlines over seven months before talking to headline writers, editors and
teens about this nasty image that the
headlines may be creating.
What they found is on Page 3.

------~

Also Inside
Whiz Kids open new school
High Tech High is a new boarding
school where Illinois math and science
students finish in three years at the
state's expense! What's it like for a Chicago sophomore? Read Kelli William 's
account on Page 4.

The Pick of the Holidays!
If you're interested in domg something different every day of the Christmas vacation. save NE's Calendar for the
Best in Holiday Entertainment on Pages
14 and 15.

Opportunities for the New Year
Does Advanced Placement pay off?
Our GUide to Volu nteenng descnbes
Read Etoi Garrison's story on Page 5
to find put what some college freshmen 20 different agenc1es that are Willing to
are saymg about their high school A.P tram teen volunteers m radiO, compucou rses It's part of NE's special four- ters, museum des1gn counseling, publiC
relat1ons Check it out on Page 11
page College Supplement

nsideTrack
Judge rules weapon law unfair to teens
Under the 1985 Safe Schools Act,
any lllino1s public high school student under seventeen caught carrying a weapon on school grounds is
automatically charged and tried as an
adult. On Oct. 10, Criminal Court
Judge Fred G. Suria ruled against the
Safe Schools Act because it discriminates agarnst teens.
" Suna's decision IS the best th1ng to
ever happen to high school students,"
said Asst. Public Defender Marijane
Placek.
"This is a real sensitive 1ssue with
me," Placek sa1d. "When I was fourteen , my fifteen-year-old boyfriend
brought a gun to school to Knpress
me. I was impressed. If he had been
caught with it, he wouldn't be a Certified Public Accountant today. He
would have had a crimrnal record.

When I first heard of this Act, I thought
of him."
The law was passed by the Illinois
General Assembly as a result of the
public's outcry over the shooting of
Simeon 's basketball star Ben Wilson
by a student from another high school
in November, 1984.
Two weeks after the law went into
effect on Jan. 1, 1986, Mario Ascensio, age 15, was arrested at the Gary
Elementary School for hiding a 25caliber gun in a school cabinet. It was
in Ascensio's trial that Judge Suria
ruled that the law was unconstitutional because it requires juveniles to
be automatically tried as adults for
carrying a weapon on school grounds,
while juveniles charged with more
serious offenses do not face such
automatic prosecution.

Do you know a high schoolteacher who has msp1red students
challenged students and enabled themto become the best
that they can be?
Nom1nate that h1gh school teacher today for 1he Second Annual
Golden Apple Awards.

Winnmg teachers will receive:
•
•
•
•

a pa1d Iall-semester sabbatical to study at Northwestern Umvers1ty
lree fall-semester classes at Northwestern Umvers1ty
a cash award of $2.500.
10volvement 10 spec1al semmars w1th bus10ess and profeSSIOnal
leaders

Prosecuting Attorney Larry Crown
has appealed Judge Suria's decision
to the Illinois Supreme Court. "The
procedings in Mario's case is what is
termed as 'stayed,' pending a decisioo on the Supreme Court, " he said.
Under the "stay," Ascensio is free.
Since Suria's ruling only applies to
Ascensio's case , teenaged weaponcarriers still face immediate adult
prosecution in Illinois.
But a teen arrested for having a
weapon on school grounds can now
use the same defense that Ascencio's
lawyer used in order to avoid adult
prosecution.
Ned Lee McCray, principal at
Simeon, doesn 't agree with Suria's
decision. "I think our courts are too
lenient. I'm not against having students who carry weapons tried as
adults. I personally, wouldn 't mrnd,"
he said.
McCray feel s that when a teen carries a weapon, that teen has made an
adult decisiOn. " I could not condone
a student who says he carries a gun
for protection. Th inking like that only
creates problems. Yo u can 'J make
exceptions for them . There IS no excuse for carrying a weapon to schoo l. "
Sherard Crowder, a sophmore at
S1m eon, sa1d that he ag reed with his
princ ipal that the penalty for carrying
a weapon should always be adult
prosecution . " If a student has a problem with certain people, the student
should talk to a counselor," he said.

But when New Expression told
Crowder that mace is considered a
weapon by the Safe Schools Act, he
said, "You have to protect yourself.
You shouldn 't be sent to an adult
court in all cases."
D1ana Aguirre, 17, feels that the
situation shou ld determine whether
or not adult prosecution is best. She's
a senior at Clemente where Christi no
Garc1a was arrested as an adult under
the Safe Schools Act for shootrng two
students playrng football in the field
next to Clemente. He was sentenced
to a three-year pnson term. "The
judge should consider why that person is carrying a gun, ' Aguirre said.

To be ellgible the teacher must be:
• currently teach10g 10 grades ntne through twelve 10 any publi.c.
pnvate or parochial school10 Cook Lake or DuPage County
• w1ll10g to com mil to contmue teachmg for a m101mum of two years
after rece1v1ng the award

Get your A.C.T.
togeth~r.

10 OUTSTANDING HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS WILL BE
CHOSEN!
AWARDS WILL BE PRESENTED IN A SPECIAL LIVE
TELEVISION BROADCAST ON WTTW-CHANN.EL11.

Before the A.C.I. get ready
w rth the best-Stanle y H
Kapla n. We teach test-taking
techniques. review subject
material. inspire confidence. So
do what smart test-takers do.
Think Kaplan before you ACT.

PICK A WINNING TEACHER TODAY.
HIGH SCHOOL

I (ACHE A S NAMf

SUBJECT AREA

Descflbe rhe dramatiC dtllerence lhts reacher has made m rhe /tie or a spectltc srudenr - - - - ~
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Lenore Johnson
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Tc~r.her. Stall
Current s!Udent
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Mmm1strator
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McCianey,s
Screen Print ing
• McCianey's specializes in
all styles and colors of
jackets.
• We sell sweatshirts,
T-shirts and jogging suits.

team discounts.
• We specialize in family
reunion T-shirts of all
styles.
• We have family reunion
designs of all kinds.

IS N. Pulaski
Chicago, Illinois 60625
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Stop Sexual
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Hotline

334-2227
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Crisis Pregnancy Center
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Completely Confidential,
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C lasses·

6 30-8 30pm (Fn)
2 00· 4 OOp m (SaO
Orsc1phne tho mrnd, body & sptrr t
Learn self-delense kick box1ng.
SliCk lrghtlng, knife l8C11CS
ballsong. Philippine karate, etc

ONLY $4 00/CLASS

Kai1 -Arn1s-Esknma
5100 N. Francisco
River Park Fieldhouse

We can help

ress labels 'teens' as delinquents

Photo by Joseph VIdal

•Roberta English with Victoria Young
Nho is guilty of violence in
ucago?
~ccording to the headlines in
~Chicago Sun-Times and the
ticago Tribune last month, the
ief cause of violence is teens:
scholar charged in fatal
ng encounter. (ST. Nov. 9)
Two Teens get jail terms in
rse-snatch murder. ( Trib, Nov.
)
Two youths slain at house
rty. (ST. Nov. 9)
System breeds teen crime.
·ib, Oct. 26.)
foil teens' plan of at;k. ( Trib, Oct. 23)
No other age group or social
oup was referred to as having
mmitted crimes in the heades of these newspapers. The
>rd "women," "black" and
3nior cttizen" does not appear
the headlines of crime stories.
About 80 percent of the heades over a seven-month period
1986 that use the word "teen"
esent teens in a negative light.
team of New Expression re•rters checked the daily paps from March through June
1d from September through
>vern ber to determine whether
ens-and only teens-were
ling depicted as violent.
Over that seven-month peril, the word "women" in headtes appeared in a negative
1ht only seven percent of the
ne. And the word "black" was
;ed in a negative sense in only
percent of the headlines that
fer red to "blacks. "

•

VIS4

The only other age group
mentioned in headlines during
the seven months were senior
citizens. And none of the uses
were negative, such as:
Free eye test for senior citizens. (ST. April3)
Oldest U.S. war veteran 106.
(ST. May 2)
Crafty seniors displays their
handiwork at fair. (ST. May 11)
In addition to referring to
" teen" crime, the headlines also
portray teens as irresposible:
Cocaine, PCP: Teens dabble
in dangerous mixes. (Trib,Aug.

6)
Youth 'acting' on TV drinks
cyanide. (ST. Apr. 18)
Teen purging to curb weight
spurs alarm. (ST. Mar. 21)
Four suburban teens die after
eating weed seeds. (ST. Oct. 8)
During these seven months
of headlines, teens are accused
of abduction, arson, murder,
purse-snatching , computer
cheating , drunken driving, rape,
drug abuse, perjury, suicide and
Klan terrorizing.
In that same time , no other
group in the community is headlined for these acts. Though
adults of all ages, races, and
sexes are committing identical
acts, which are reported in both
newspapers, the headline writers do not refer to the other
groups by catagory when they
headline the stories.
Copy Editor Paul Wagner of
the Sun-Times maintains that
The Sun-Times' policy is to be
fair to everyone and to avoid
being prejudiced towards any

group. "We have no reason to
avoid using 'teen' in a positive
sense or a negative sense," he
said.
"Teens are people from 1318, so that's what we call them ."
Wagner said that the headline
writers . don't use the word
"youth" because the word
doesn't cover as many years as
the word "teen."
Tribune headline writer Alan
Soloman doesn't see the use of
the word "teen" in headlines
reflecting negatively towards
teens in general. "We just need
to identify the pertetrator of the
crime. It's the same as using the
term " Berwyn man" in a headline.
Soloman believes that headline-writers at the Tribune don't
consciously single out any particular group for negative coverage, but they do try to put
special attention on crimes committed by teens. " If the perpetrator of a crime is a 16-year-old
boy, it's usual. It says something
about our society."
According to Tribune headline-writer Greg Kot, " the fact
that a teen is involved in a serious crime makes it newsworthy."
He thinks that the "bad publicity" teens are getting "s hould
awaken society to worrisome
issues that merit some attention." Solomon said he wasn't
prepared to offer an opinion as
to whether the use of the word
"teen" in crime headlines was
creating a negative stereotype
of teens.
According to a recent national
Harris Poll, a negative stereotype of teens does exist. Of the
1,254 adults polled by Harris, 43

percent think that most teens
use alcohol; 31 percent believe
that most teens use drugs regularly, and 59 percent believe
that teens can't read or write
adequately.
"The newspapers are only
talking about the juvenile delinquents, " said Andrew Arbetter,
a junior at VonSteuben. Arbeiter and the other teens interviewed by New Expression all
say that they are aware of a
negative teen stereotype. But
none of them had thought about
whether newspaper headlines
contribute to the stereotype.
"Newspapers always seem to
focus on drugs and teens," said
Ramona Palmer, a sophomore
at Lindblom . " I always get lectured on it by adults who can't
seem to understand that most
teens don't do drugs. Most teens
are not criminals. Why don 't the
city papers find more positive
stories about teens like the suburban papers do?"
But as Wagner points out from
his position as a Sun-Times editor who handles hundreds of
stories a week , " Most of the stories we receive about teens are
negative. When we get a positive story, we print it."

JACKETS

e

Are you interested tn becoming a reporter or reviewer for
New Expression? Then be sure
to attend the All-City meeting
on Wednesday, Dec. 10 at 4:00.
New Expression is located at
207 S. Wabash on the 8th floor.
If you are unable to attend but
are still interested in joining the
staff, contact Tanya Bonner at
663-0543.
We are also looking for good
photographers and artist. If this
describes you, then attend the
next photography meeting on
Thursday, Dec. 11 at 4:00.
lfyou are unable to attend but
are still interested in joining,
contact Marsh Jordan at 6630543.

********-1C
SWEATERS
EMBLEMS

for ALL SCHOOLS
All Styles
wool, nylon or satin jackets
ORDER 1 to 1000

Come to our factory or phone us
for free design kit
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters For Groups
• Special Team Discounts
• Award Letters

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS

NEW CONVENIENT LOCATION

DOWNTOWN
162 North State Street
(Across from the "Chicago Theater")
10th Floor- Room #1018

C. G. S. Co.

e

********

Writers, photogs
get involved
by joining
New Expression

Open: Monday thru Friday, 10:00 to 5:00
Saturday 10:00-4:00
Phone: 641-1831

•
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Marcie: city whiz kid at Hi-tech hig

Marcie Edwards (above)
shares classes with top math
and science students from
around the state at the new Illinois Math and Science Academy.
One sophomore at the Academy (left) finds some privacy In
the midst of boarding school
life.

By Etol Garrison and Kelll
Williams
"You see this class room,"
Marcie Edwards said as she
peered through the doorway. "I
used to come here at night for
privacy until one of the teachers
began to teach a class in here."
Marcie is able to stay late in her
school because she attends the
new Illinois Math and Science
Academy, a state-funded boarding school in Aurora which
opened in September. It's the
school widely known as High
Tech High.
The Academy was established
in order to train the best math

VALUABLE COUPON!
PHOTOGRAPHY PHOTOGRAPHY

and science students in the
state. Students enter the school
as sophomores, and after three
years at the Academy they can
enter immediately into sophomore year of college .
Out of 700 applicants statewide, Marciewasoneofthe210
students accepted into the
Academy's first class . "At first it
was like a maze, and we were
the guinea pigs . I had to adjust
to new surroundings and new
people. It's like having 120
brothers and 90 sisters all under
one roof."
Marcie had to adjust to life
away from home. Last year she

KNOWING
WHERE YOU'LL
BE AFTER
HIGHSCHOOL

CAN MAKE

was a freshman at Queen of
Peace high schoo l in Chicago.
" I was a little homesick at first.
I'm the youngest in my family
with one older brother. Around
here ev'eryone has to substitute
for your family."
The friendships she has made
have allowed her to make the
school her home away from
home. "There were a few conflicts between people in the beginning, but when you live with
so many people you have no
choice but to eventually form
close friendships with them."
The only complaints Marcie
has about the school is the lack
of pnvacy. "I don't have enough
time to be by myself. I have to
balance sports and classes, and
schedule in eating and sleeping
time."
Many of the students spend
their free time studying together.

Photo by Alexander Chaparrc

" Last night everyone was up
until three o 'clock in the morning working on a chemistry assignment," she said.
Marcie has a little more freedom in her classes than regular
high school students. She
doesn't have to attend her geometry class every day if she
knows how to do the homework. "Some of the teachers
stay here until 9:30 at night, so
we can talk to them almost any
time we want to. "
"The administration says that
we should separate academics
and our social life, but that's
almost impossible. We have tutors who live on the grounds to
help us understand our classwork."
According to Dr. David Workman, Marcie's physic;'s teacher,
no 'F's are given at this school.
A "D" is'the lowest grade he can

CELEBRATE
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1654 W. Chicago Ave.
733-3553
Mon.. Thur.-Sat., 9-8 p.m.
Tues. and Wed. 9-6 p.m.
Sunday I0-5 p.m.

Four Seasons
3241 N. Ashland Ave.
929-7113
Mo n., Wed .. and Thur. I0-8 p.m.
Tues .. Frt., and Sat. I0-7 p.m.
Sunday 12-5 p.m.

give. Workman thinks that mos
of the students have been under
challenged in their previou ~
schools. "These kids have al
done very well in school befon
they came here, but they are no
used to studying very hard."
"I didn't notice any differen
between these students and reg
ular high school students until
began to teach them. The stu
dents here come up with some
of the most interesting ques
tions. Some that I've never hear<
before."
When you teach them, yot
see a certain glow comes intc
their eyes, and all of a sudder
they understand . These are thr
best indications I've found tha
these students are special."
According to Naomi Geltne1
a communications officer at thr
school, the selection of thesr
special students is based or
SAT scores. "For our first enter
' ing class, the average SAT ver
bal score was 537 and the aver
age math score was 620, whict
are very high scores for higt
school freshmen," she said.
Grades and participation ir
special programs also play ;
role in the sBiection process
" We considered any outside ac
complishents in science, matt
or history competitions wher
we made our selections,'
Geitner said.
Marcie participated in ar
eighth grade science fair befon
she applied to the Academ~
"My friend and I applied to tht
school at the end of last yea1
After we took the SAT test, I wa~
accepted, ·and she wasn 't. I de
cided to come here anyway be
cause I knew that I would regre
giving up the opportunity to ge
the best education I could, ever
though I hated to leave all m~
friends."
As one of only 20 blacks a
the Academy, Marcie was ex
peeling to struggle with her mi
nority status. " In some ways
because I'm a minority, my be
ing here is an accomplishment
I feel like I'm provrng to mysel
and my parents that I can mak•
it on my own."
School off1ci'als admit tha
there weren't any strong recruit
ing efforts made in Chicago to
minorities. " We recruited stu
dents from other parts of th1
state but there were no goo<
vis1ts made to the schools i1
Chicago," said acting principa
Joe Meyer. "This year we hav•
met with the Urban League st
that we can have a much bette
representation of incoming stu
dents from the city."
The Academy will be sendinr
o ut applications the first wee1
of December to Chicago-are,
schools. Interested freshma1
and eighth grade students ca1
t alk to their conselo rs o r writ•
to the Illino is Math and Sc ienc•
.Academy for mo re informat1or

New Expression's 1986 College supplement

College Credit:
Can you cash
in on A. P.?
By Etoi Garrison

For Cathy Nolan, a senior at
Von Steuben, the surest way to
prepare for college is to enroll
1n an. Advanced Placement
class. "There's a lot more homework in the A.P. class than in a
normal high school class, and,
because of this, I think I'll be
able to adjust to the homework
that I'll have when I go to college. If I get a high score on the
A.P. exam , I'll have one college
credit out of the way," she said.
For Kenny Larry, a senior at
Julian, the idea of studying rigourously all year in order to
pass one Advanced Placement
test is unappealing. " I don't want
to take an A.P. class because it's
my senior year, and I don't want
to have to worry about passing
a really hard class," he said.
For Dana Cooper, a senior at
Jones Commercial , there is no
cholce. Advanced Placement
courses are not offered at her
school.
About half of Chicago's public high schools, 32 of 65, do not
offer Advanced Placement
classes. This year A.P. English
rs being offered in 22 schools;
calculus is available in 20
schools; chemistry in 11 schools
and physics in eight schools. A
much smaller number of A.P.
classes are offered in art , music
and foreign languages, according to Charles Beirne, Coordinator of the Chicago Board of
Education Gifted Program.
Students in Chicago Public
high schools that do not offer
A.P. classes can no longer request permission to enroll in
A.P. classes at a nearby high
school. Five years ago the public schools offered A.P. classes
at central sites so that students
in all schools could apply. But
that program failed , according
to Beirne, because many stu-

dents were unwilling to travel
from the high schools they attended to a different school just
for one class.
Beirne claims that some Chicago schools do not offer A.P.
classes because there is a lack
of qualified teachers capable or
willing to teach A.P. " In order
for a school to carry A.P. classes
the teachers, faculty and students have to be willing to dedicate their time and effort," he
said.
Beirne's advice to students
who lack A.P. classes in their
own high school is to enroll in a
local college and take classes
there . (See Kathy White's story
on Page 8 about classes outside
of the high school.)
But seniors who take college
classes do not gain the benefits
of Advanced Placement. Students who score a 3, 4 or 5 on
A.P. tests are awarded college
credits at most colleges in the
country. "These students will
save the cost of college tuition
for those credits, and they will
gain two types of credits-one
towards high school graduation
and one towards college graduation," Beirne said .
"Only an A.P. test credit qualifies a st udent for a college
credit. Honors c lasses don't, "
said Marge Gockel, a counselor
from the Office of College Relations at the University of Illinois, Chicago. She encourages
able h igh school students to
enroll in A.P. classes and to take
the A.P. examinations in one or
more subjects.
If a student were admitted to
U.I.C. and scored 5 or 4 on the
· Advanced Placement English
exam , the University would give
that student 12 quarter hours of
credit in Eng lish (101, 102, and
103). However, grades of 3 or 2
'
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in the exam would not qualify a
student for any credit.
Martha Guerrero, a freshman
at UIC, who earned · college
credit for an A.P. Biology class
that she took in her senior year
at Whitney Young , found that
the material covered in her A.P.
class prepared her for college
because it taught her "how to
work independently." She also
found a few differences between
the A .P. course at Whitney
Young and the college class at
UIC. " In high school I got to
spend more time with the teacher but now I have to seek out
the instructor if I want something explained," she said.
Bobby Kurian , a biology major at U IC, was one student who
didn't take the A .P. biology test
when he attended Von Steuben.
According to Kurian , " I didn't
take the test because I didn 't
feel that I was prepared for it.
What they expected me to know
on the exam and what we covered in class weren't the same.

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Although I didn't take the exam ,
I did use the class to help me
prepare for college. " But because Kurian didn 't test out of
biology through A.P. , he had to
start with the beginning course
in biology and pay for an easy
credit earned.
An average of 62 percent of
the Chicago Public high school
students who enroll in A .P.
classes actually take the A.P
test. The test costs about $53,
but students who are economically disadvantaged can ask for
a fee waiver.
Ms. Jackie Antoine, an A.P.
English teacher at Whitn ey
Young, attributes the testing
drop-outs to a lack of teacher
support. "Some teachers won 't
let their students take the test
for fear that the teachers' success rate will go down," she
said.
Of the Chicago students that
take the A.P. Exami nation about
41 percent score a 3 or above.
" The A .P. examinations are ex-
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A Future With Promise

For m ore informacion p lease conracr
Candace M . M c Dowell
Un1ve rsiry of Wisconsin-Madison
Office of New Srud enr Services
905 Univermy Ave .
Madison , Wis 53715
(please pri nr)

lasr name

Why Wisconsin ?
" Whether " be academic p rogramming , encerrainmenr,
or the make-up of rhe student body, UW-Mad ison offers
more d1vers1ty than pracrically any o rher 1nstiturion in
che na[lon."

-

The New York TmreJ 82-83 Selective
Gurdt 10 Colleges- Edward FIJher

What undergraduate schools or
colleges are there at UW-Madison?
College of Agriculcural and L1fe Sc1eoces, School of
Business , School of Educacion , College of Eng1neenng,
School of Family Resources and Consumer Sc1ences,
College of Leners and Sc1cnces, School of Numng ,
School of Pharmacy.

Are there supportive services
for minorities?

m1ddle 1mrial

first

srreer address
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read1ng Jm.tructJOn>. and af.,oa un ique and vci)'SuccCS~>ful <ltlmL'-"'"" poltcy.
\anuu' <,ummcr program opp<>llunltJC.'> Me a\'allable a.' wdl A limned
numb<:r ofC h;uxcllor~xholarsh1 ps are av:ulable for nunonrystutlcnl'> The
~ year awards ar~ lXLsctl up<>n acatlenm: achic,·ment' 111 h1gh '>Chool ·n,e
apphcauon tlcadltnc ~~ \ lar'h 6, J9!P

Office of New Srudem Services, (608) 262-7765,
offer-, camplb onentatton ...e&6ions, \'is n ~. tours, and mfom1atmn on 311

academiC program are-.;s. Black, I llspanic, and Natt\1: Amcncan speciali-.ts
arc rL">fX>n"ble fo r recruitment of prospctme student' and serve a.'> rc
sources for n11no ruy stutlt•nL' on campus

cicy

stare

Zi p

p1011e

area of inreres r
high school -

year of graduacion

Admissio n Applicarion 0 yes 0 no
Summer Program info
0 yes 0 no
Chancell ors Schola rship info. 0 yes 0
H eritage code informacion (oprional)

0
0
0
0

GradUAte or profess1onal programs are 10 all of che above
plus che Law School, MediCal School and rhe School of
Verennary Medicme.

tremely difficult. The students
may not have stud ied very hard,
or they may not have been smart
enough to take the class, or the
teacher may not have given adequate preparation for the test,"
Beirne explained.
Robin LaSota, a freshman at
Oberlin, said she was afraid to
take the A.P. European History
examination during her senior
year at Whitney Young. She
feared that she would get a low
score. " But I decided that If
you 're going to take an A.P.
class in the first place, you
should also take the test. I
thought I was gorng to flunk the
test, and I got a 5 rnstead . I was
shocked."
Today Robin enjoys credit in
college hrstory and a savrngs of
$750. ''I'm glad I took the A. P.
challenge," she said. "Now I
can take a course on Mozart
instead."

0

no

Blac k
Asian or Pac ific
Native Amencan
Hispanic
White (not of Hispan 1c origin)

An equal opportunity employer and educator
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How to pick colleges for career-trainin1
want to risk b.eing unemployed when
their college loans come due. They want
to be able to dtsplay work experience on
their resumes. They want to meet career
professionals who will help them locate
jobs after graduation.
Evaluattng a college or university for
its on-the-job training is complicated.
Some college catalogs mention "internships" or " practicums, " but many college departments that offer job expertence don 't mention job-related
opportunities in their catalogs .
An internship is an off-campus position for credit that is normally supervised by professionals. A practicum is an
instructor-supervised project or assistanceship for cred it. Besides these two
programs, the college itself may operate
" businesses" such as a TV station that

Tina Rodovlcz, an accounting Intern from
DePaul University, Is gaining experience at
Arthur Andersen & Company.

Sociology

Computer Science

Foreign language

Physics ·

This information is based on an interview with Dr. Robert Bullard at Texas
Southern University by Pam Allen .

Based on an interview with Ms. Barbara Auerbach at Roosevelt by Lorna
Bates.
Is an irnernship or practicum required
for a degree in Computer Science?
No.
Recommended?
Strongly recom,mended .
Does the Computer Science Dept. offer
course credit for internships?
Not usually, but it depends on how much
the student needs the credit or how challenging the internship is.
Is this type of program found in most
schools?
No.
Is it difficult for the school to locate
internships?
No, not very difficult.
Does the Computer Science Dept. find
them or the Job Placement Service?
Both the department and the Job Placement Service find jobs.
Are these summer or school year positions normally?
Both.
What are the advantages according to
students?
Students like exposure to the real world
and experience to work in the actual
environment.
Are the internships/ practicums described in the Roosevelt University catalog?
No.

This information is based on an interview with Janice Zinser at Oberlin College by Robin LaSota.

Based on an interview with Dean
Micheal Price at College of Arts and
Science, Marquette University by Ron
Smith.

Is an mternship or practicum requin..d
for a degree in sociology?
Yes.
Does the Dept. offer course credit?
Yes.
Is this true tn most colleges and universities?
Yes.
Is it difficult for the school to locate
social work internships?
Yes.
Does the Dept. find them or the Job
Placment Service?
The Sociology Dept. coordtnates the
effort.
Are these summer or school year positiOns normally?
School year.
What are the advantages according to
students?
Getting "real world" expenences; performing needed tasks and services for
local goverrrment, community organizations and social agencies.
What are the disadvantages?
Many internshtps are non-paying. There
are not enough funds to pay all students
who want placement.
Are the internshipsl practicums described in the College catalog?
No.
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Is an internship or practicum required
for a degree in French, Spanish, etc.?
No, but practice teaching is required for
secondary school teachers.
Recommended?
Yes.
Does the Dept. offer course credit for
internships?
Yes, and most students are paid.
Is this true in most colleges and universities?
No, other than practice teaching , other
types of foreign language practicums
are pretty rare in colleges.
Is it difficult for the school to locate foreign language internships?
No.
Does the Dept. find them or the Job
Placment Service?
The Office of Career Development and
the placement office has a lot of information on internships for interpreters, linguists and jobs in international business
through alumni networks.
Are these summer or school year positions normally?
School year for practice teaching.
What are the advantages according to
students?
The idea of sampling the career; learning how well they perform in a world
outside of school.
What are the disadvantages?
Students sometimes comment about the
amount of work , but they're always excited about the opportunity.
Are the internsh1ps/ practicums desribed
in the College catalog?
No.

BEAT THE

SAT VERBAl.

• Complete eoverege of all
llpect.l of the Verbel and
grammer pot11ono of the SAT

also offer jobs that qualify for credit.
To help our readers evaluate the opportunities for job-related courses in
college, New Expression compiled this
guide to college internships. Some rnajor fields are not mentioned in this guide
because these major fields have always
required internships for graduation, such
as medicine, teaching, pharmacy and
law. Other major fields that are not ineluded in this guide can be created by
each high school senior-by writing a
letter of inquiry to the college or by visiting the campus and asking the faculty
questions.
Start with this guide. Go on to create
your own!
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Lorna Bates
After spending $35,000 on a college
education, Angela Haynes expects to
ftnd a good job-as a financial manager.
But she's not sure that her college will be
concerned about getttng her a job. She
can't ftnd any mention of any on-the-job
tratning courses in the School of Business at Northern llltnois University,
where she plans to attend college.
" College is supposed to help you gain
tndependence. If I have to deal with the
same classroom routine in college as I
have in htgh school , I think I'd rather get
a JOb than go to college," she said.
Angela's tnterest in gaintng on-the-Job
traintng as a part of her college credits is
an tnterest that is growtng more and
more popular on college campuses. Col lege costs are so hi.gh that students don 't

Is an internship or practicum required
for a degree in Physics?
No.
Recommended?
Yes, heavily recommended . We actually
pressure students to take jobs in the
field.
Does the Dept. offer course credit for
internships?
Yes, three credits for an internship or
practicum on an informal basis.
Is this type of program found in most
schools?
No, we emphasize practical experience
in physics more than most universities.
Is it difficult for the school to locate
internships?
No, students may not get their first
choice, but we've been able to find positions for everyone.
Does the Physics Dept. find them or the
Job Placement Service?
The department; we have good contacts
in the Milwaukee area.
What are the advantages according to
students?
The chance to do things rather than just
reading books, and the opportunity to
relate experiences to learning. Fortunately, some find out that they don 't like
the field and switch majors. Some end
up getting summer positions as well .
What are the disadvantages?
Some are disappointed when they don't
get the best internships.
Are the internships/ practicums described in the Marquette University catalog?
No.

DEPAUL
UN IV ERSITY

THE UNIVERSITY
FOR CHICAGO
PROGRAMS FOR CAREERS
Arts
Business
Education
Drama
Music
Nursing
Pre-Law

Accounting
Communications
Humanities
Computer Science
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Pre-Medicine

Office ofAdmissions
DePaul University
25 East Jackson Boulevard,
hicago, Illinois 60604
Telephone for Information 341-8300
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What are the d;sadvantages ?
There's very little dissatisfaction, but
students certainly do learn to organize
their time better in order to perform well
at work and still keep up with their
classes. Often the higher the reputation
of a firm , the lower the pay, but this is a
trade-off that students seem willing to
make.
Are the intemships/ practicums described in the Mundelein College catalog?
Yes.

Psychology

Chuck Sengstock, a broadcas f major at lows Wesleyan College, Is learning the buslne88 at
WLS-Rsdlo during his senior year.

Interior design
Based on an interview with Joy Mainer,
Director of the Dept. of Interior Design,
Mundelein College, Chicago.
I~ an internship or practicum required
for a degree in interior r':Jesign?
Yes, a student must work in the field,
keep a daily journal of her experiences
and, after discovering one aspect of her
job that demands knowledge she hasn't
acquired , develop a research paper on
that aspect with guidance from her college instructor.
Does the Dept. offer course credit for
internships?
Yes, three hours credit required toward a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree.
Is this type of program found in most
schools?
Not many; most schools encourage students to look for positions, but they
don't require an internship.
Is it difficult for the school to locate
internships?
Yes, but, so far, we have been able to

place every student.
Does the Dept. find them or the Job
Placement Service?
The department seeks openings and is
often approached by companies interested in ou_r interns. We let the students
choose the intern positions that they
wish to apply for. Often they compete
against one another for the same job.
Since they must take their portfolio to
the job interview and discuss their grades
with the employers, we cannot guarantee that a student will get a job if her
course work has been poor.
Are these summer or school year positions normally?
School year for the required period of
the internship; the student may continue
to work at the firm during the summer.
What are the advantages according to
students?
They like ga ining a beginning experience
in the field. Some lead to full-time positions. Internships for juniors are especially helpful because the juniors can
apply their experience to senior year
courses. That's very motivating.

Sure, we ask a little
more from our students.
So will the world.
But don't let the world overwhelm you.
To succeed. it takes preparation, close attention to your
individual needs, a warm , personal environment that encourages learning, living and
leadership. And a commitment on the part of a
college to your future.
Mundelein College
offers young women a
legacy of academic
excellence and alumnae success. And Mundelein students have
achieved an impressive
acceptance r.a te into
graduate schools.
We offer \'OU a wide
variety of majors. a beautifullakcfront campus wi th
all the career advantages of
being located in the heart
of Chicago. scholarship
and financial aid programs
... and the instructors. progmms and small studentto-facu lty mtio that helped
name Mundelein one of the
best small colleges in the
nation, in a 1985 U.S. Ne ws
& World Report survey.
If you·re looking for a
college that will prepare

Based on an interview with Dr. Marlin
Hoover at St. Xavier College by Nikole
Green.
Is an internship or practicum required
for a degree in psycholgy?
Yes, in business or counseling psycholo gy, in industrial/ organizational or in
personnel psychology.
Are practicums or internships in psychology available with course credit
through this co/lege/ university department?
Yes, students get regular course credit.
Is this policy typical of program found in
most schools?
Not all col leges set up practicums, but
most do.

989-5406

EMT
at:

COLUMBUS
HOSPITAL

CERTI FlED I DPH
APPROVED
Prerequisite for Paramed ics
Classes start Jan. '87

Call:
Trudy Casey - Dir_

at 541-8484
2520 N. Lakeview
Chicago 60614

FIND OUT

)

you for a career and provide
you with the maturity to deal
with one ... if you're looking
for a college that also takes
fun as seriously as we take
learning, call Mundelein
College today or return the
attached coupon.
Remember. the world will
ask a lot from you. You
should ask for no less from
the college you choose.

Is it difficult for the school to locate psychology practicums?
It's difficult, but they work very hard to
find them . There are lots of opportunities.
Does the Dept. find them or the school's
Job Placement Service?
It's the psychology department that d irects the position , but the college placement service help students get their first
job.
What are the advantages according to
the students?.
After they have learned psychology, going out and applying it is important. Also
they are doing something meaningful.
What elements are students dissatisfied
with?
Students don't complain about the practicums, but they would like more practicums, and some students do sign up for
more than one practicum .
Are the internships/ practicums described in your school catalog?
Yes, in the old catalog counseli ng and
business psychology is described, but in
the new catalog industrial/organizat ion
is going to be described .

HOW GOOD

YOUR LIFE
CAN BE.

Getting the education you need for a brighter future is a lot easier
than you think, if you come to National College of Education.
Because at NCE, we give our students more than an education. We
give them the practical, marketable professional training they need
to enjoy a better career.
Find out how great your life can be. Call for information on our Bachelor
Degree programs in:

II

Business Administration
Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Elementary Education
Special Education
Earty Childhood Education
Human Services
Alcoholism/Substance Abuse Counseling
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Missing prep classes? There's hope

Photo by Samuel Martin

by Kathy White
Dwayne Falls, a senior at Carver, had to look for a substitute
class last fall when college algebra was dropped from the Carver schedule. "Not enough people s1gned up for the class, so
we're not offenng it," he was
told
"I really wanted the class, but
1 was unable to do anythmg
about it. " Dwayne sa1d
Dwayne had been encouraged to s1gn up for college algebra by h1s advanced algebra
teacher. But the course was
dropped and Dwayne's JOb kept
h1m from enrollmg in any alternate programs where he could
take college algebra
Other Ch1cago students like
Dwayne are unable to get college preparatory classes at the1 r
h1gh schools Angela Lawerence, a senior at Tilden , IS unable to enroll m honors or advanced placement classes
because Tilden doesn't offer
them But she doesn't thmk 1t
w111 affect her chances to go to a
good college " On the other
hand. if the courses were not
m1ss1ng , students like me would
be better prepared for college,'
she sa1d
"I didn't enroll1n any courses
outs1de of my own school because I 01dn t feel the need to."

Angela explained. " No counse- ·
lors or division teachers have
tned to encourage me to take
any courses outside of my own
school."·
Patricia Valazquez, a senior at
Richards, thinks the problem
created by m1ssmg courses at
her schoo l can be corrected by
the students themselves . "I
haven 't taken physics or advanced placement classes outSide of my school yet , but my
parents are encouragmg me to,
and I think 1t is a good 1dea,"she
said
Marleen W1lson, a jun1or at
Near North Career Magnet. 1s
also concerned about the lack
of phys1cs, advanced placement
and honors courses at her
school. She doesn't want it to
affect her chances to go to a
good college
"I am enrolled man alternate
program at the Board of Education called Computer Operation wh1ch began in September." she sa1d. "I was also
encouraged by my divisiOn
teacher to take a higher sc1ence
courses for college, but I haven 't
f1gured out how to handle gettmg that sc1ence class yet "
Each year Ch1cago graduates
are turned down by colleges
because their transcnpts lack
requ1red or recommended h1gh
school courses K1m Cannmg . a

COWCE

ENROLL NOW

MONEY.

Up to $5,040
for college is yours
for serving one
weekend a month,
normally, plus two
weeks annual training in <1 local Army
Rc~ervc unit
You'll get great
training, experience
and a good part-time
salary. Find out how
you qualify for
$5,040 for college.
Stop by or call:
926-2640

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAM BE.
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college admissions officer at
Saint Xavier College, claims that
there is a greater problem with
Chicago-area students than
with students from out-of-town
high schools , mainly in science
and math. Canni ng and other
college officials are forced to
advise seniors to attend community colleges in order to make
up classes that they did not take
in high school.
"The missing courses also
have an affect on ACT and SAT
scores," Canning said. "Even if
on ly one class is missing."
For example, Pam Allen , a
1984 graduate of Lindblom ,
scored a 16 on the ACT in June
before she took get;:>metry over
the summer. Her math scores
shot up five points, from 15 io
20, after she took geometry,
which raised her ACT compo. site score by 2 points to 18.
" I never would have been accepted at Indiana University
w ith a composite of 16. The
geometry class at Kennedy King
college really helped," she said.
But, it's not only missing
courses that students are concerned about. They're are also
concerned whether the science
and math classes in thelf
schools are competitive enough
Lisa Boyd, a 1986 graduate of
Un1ty, enrolled m college chemistry at the Illinois Institute of
Technology during her junior
and senior year. "A student from
Illinois Institute of Technology
came to Unity to talk about the
program, and I found it interesting," she said.
"At liT we went over the basic
math skills that students somelime forget We learned how to
weigh things us1ng different mstrumemts and how to conduct
expenments properly. I also
earned a semesters credit in
sc1ence toward my credits at
Saint Louis University where I
wil l cont1nue with chemistry
next semester."
Sharon Rupert, a semor at
CVS, enrolled in the early Iden tification engineenng program
at lllino1s Institute of Technology. "I had a spec1al mterest in
engmeering so my counselor
told me about the program.'
She gained a very advanced

Cosmetology at
Truman College

trigonometry class experience.
For students who lack needed
credited classes or just want to
get ahead of the game, New
Expression has compiled a list
of programs available during
the summer and during the
school year for high school
students.

Prep programs
outside of
high school
City Colleges
Olive Harvey is the only City
College that offers courses during the fall · and winter semesters for high school students.
To enroll in summer courses
at City Colleges, students
should call in advance for
course listings from Dawson
Tech Institute, Malcolm X College, Truman , Daley or Kennedy-King. All of these schools
offer summer classes for high
school students.
I.I.T.
To enroll in the Ch1cago-area
Health And Med1cal Profession
Program (CHAM PS) at the Illinois Institute of Technology, students should call for application materials in the spring.
Applicants must have three
years of high school math and
three years of high school science and be in the top ten percent of their classes. Contact

Willie Lewis at 791-0330 or 5673000 for more information.
City-Wide College
Representatives from the
City-wide College will be visiting some Chicago high schools
to recruit for their spring semester. In order to enroll in the Chicago Excellence Program a student must have a "C" average.
College-credit courses will be
offered ln English, psychology,
sociology, speech and literature.
Tut ion cost is $69 per class plus
a $20 registration fee . Contact
City-Wide at 984-2863 for more
information.
DePaul
Gifted high school students
may enroll at DePaul as parttime students. However, the student's pnncipal or counselor
must recommen d the student
and indicate in what course area
the student is proficient.
Students in this special program are not required to submit
the regulalr application materi als and test data that is required of incoming freshmen.
Instead, students submit the
non-degree application , which
doesn 't require a high school
transcript or an appl ication fee
Courses may be taken during
summer terms or during the
regular academic year. The tu ition charged for th is program 1s
$123 per quarter hour or $492
for one full credit. course
For information write DePau
University Admissions Office
Lewis Center, 25 E. Jackson
Ch icago 60654 or call341-8898

Governors State University

TO A
BACHELOR'S
DEGREE
STEP 1
Begm at your local community college
by obtaining an associate's degree .

STEP 2

Available:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial aid
Child care
Low tuition
Placement after licensure by the state
Free Parking
Private tutoring
Student activities (swimming, tennis, nautilus,
etc.)

Learn Cosmetology in an academic setting.
Learn up-to-date techniques in Hair, Nail, and
Skin care.
Where: 1200 W. Sunnyside
When: Now
Time: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Even ings 6:00-9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Saturdays
Phone: 989-3954
Mon.-Fri.
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Come to Governors State University
to complete your bachelor's degree.

Governors State Is the only upper division Ounlor, senior and
master levels) university In northern Illinois,founded to serve
persons with the equivalent of two or more years of college
credit.
Degree programs are offered In the Arts and Sciences,
Business and Public Administration, the Health Sciences
and Professions, Education and Psychology.
Easily accessible from the Loop or Kankakee ... from the In·
diana border or Joliet and western suburbs ... and beyond.

An Affirmative Action University

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS DEPT. 2S
Governors State University
University Park IL 60466-3190,
Telephone (312) 534-5000, Ext. 2518
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End weapons law!
Ben W ilson, a basketball star
with great promise, was trag1cally
killed a block from his school two
years ago. The brightness that
seemed certa1n in his future was
swiftly cut down by a gun in the
hand of another high school
student.
The grief and mourntng that followed the shooting was quickly
replaced with public rage.
In react1on to Wilson's murder,
the Illinois General Assembly
passed the Safe Schools Act.
According to th1s law, anyone f ifteen or over who is caught in possesion of a weapon on school
grounds 1s automatically 1nd1cted
and tried as an adult. Therefore,
the student, if guilty of havmg the
weapon , has a cnminal record for
the rest of h1s/ her life.
Two months after the law went
into effect, a student at Clemente
shot another student on Clemente's grounds. He was indicted
and tried in an adult court and
conv1cted in accordance with the
new law.
Last year a grade school student
was conv1cted under this law for
hiding a gun in a school ca binet.
H1s lawyer appealed, claiming that
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the law discnminates agatnst teenagers. The judge agreed and
released the student.
We support the judge's decision
to strike down the Safe Schools
Act. Consider for a moment what
this Act meant. It meant that every
student found carrying a weapon

on school grounds would be
tndicted and tried 1n an adult court.
And not just for carryi ng guns,
either; but for carrying pocket
knives and mace, which also fell
under this law's jurisdiction. So if
students are picked up on school
grounds carrying mace with no
other intent1on but to defend themselves, that charge of weapons'
possession would still have meant
a life-long criminal record .
A cnminal record can seriously
damage one's future. M ost colleges
and employers ask whether an
applicant has a cnm1nal record .
We believe that each case of
weapons' possession should be
handled by an rndividual judge. If
the State's Attorney feels that an
individual student's act with a weapon at a school deserves an adult
indtctment, the State's Attorney
can use a 1979 law (702) that permits juveniles to be tried as adults
in Illinois But under Law 702, the
State's Attorney must convi nce a
judge that the teen 's action
deserves an adult conviction.
Let's take each case one at a
time. Let's not lay out one harsh
punishment for all students. That's
discrimination!

Letters

.
Fan Mail

I think drag-racing rs dumb People
can get hurt-ru rn therr cars'
It looks like the racers are not sure of
themselves . and they have to be prov1ng
to other people that they're better

Once agarn I was drsappornted while
readrng your paper I ftnd that in every
issue you are talkrng about the same
thing- drugs How much can one man
read about 1t? Also, most of your artrcles
deal with senior problems. Freshmen,
sophomore and JUntors do ex1st, you
know. I am sorry to be putting your paper
down, but I thrnk you cou ld do better rn
the future

Marisel Flores

I really liked the edrtonal "Say no to
wimpy war on drugs·· because 1t shows
me and other people what's be1ng done
about the senous drug abusrng among
teens today I thrnk 1t's about t1me we see
someone dorng somethrng about drug
abuse rnstead of just talkrng about rt.

(l)

·

It's a Drag

Actions speak louder

Byrd: Give
us support

Maurice James

David Roberts
Letters should be addressed to the
Edrtonal Drrector. Jack Stoller, New Expression, 207 S Wabash Chrcago, 60604
Please s1gn letters and rnclude home
phone number Please keep letters brief
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We, at New Expression, have
always supported the rdea that students
can be a valuable force in improvrng
education; that students' opinions. 1f
officially recognized , could be constuctive and work towards the good of the
schools
No one has expressed this better than
Bill Campbell, whose editorial below
was broadcast on WLS-TV (Channel 7)
on Nov. 10 and 11 We hope that school
officials will respond positively to th1s
editorial and support SUPR (Students
United for Participatron and Represertation) now.
'"It's not easy being a high schoor
student today. We hear a lot about
the problems young people face
and, as adults, feel we're the onl"
ones who can solve them. We wan t
to let you know about a group of
students who've dectded to take :tn
active role in solving their prob
lems. After all, they're the ones
most familiar and most affected b 1
them
"The name of the group is
S.U.P.R., Students United for Par
ticipat10n and Represenation Tne
group is an outgrowth of Youth
Communication and seeks to par
ticipate more act1vely in schoo l
affairs. Their approach is intelli
gent, well thought-out and
extremely well-organized. It's, tn
short, impressive.
"The founders of S.U .P.R. have
drawn up a constitution and set ir
motion a plan whrch would provrde
for student tnput tnto the educational decision-making process
The plan would augment that pro
cess and is designed to avo id step
ptng on bureaucratic toes
"We thtnk 1t rs a good exmple o
mature, responsible young peop 1f
work1ng hard to participate tn the
educational system , which IS there
for the1r benefit Certamly, the f1rsr
responsibility of a student IS to
learn. But the S U P R. plan goes
further to develop leadership
"The program, however, is not
yet 1n full gear.
" It has been reviewed by Schoor
Board President George Munoz.
who's expressed support. It now
awaits the review and response of
School Supenntendent Manford
Byrd
"The student founders of
S.U .P.R. have yet to receive that
response and are still awaiting the
go-ahead for their program.
" They have expressed concern
to us that their plan may be
bogged down in bureaucratic red
tape . We hope that's not the case.
It's rare today t o see yo ung people
ambitiously and professionally getting involved in school affairs.
"We think these students deserve
d
all the support they can get, an
we hope that their shools, the
.
School Board, and the Supenntendent will support them . They
deserve to realize their goal of
greater participation and representat ion in their schools. It's a
" S.U .P.R." idea!

" I'm B ill Campbell."
New Expression Nov./Dec. 1986
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BRING IN THIS
AD

by Ellen Novar

TO RECEIVE

l"wo new books on college applications and costs
·

50% OFF

Wntmg Your College Application a new book published by
the College Board oHers stepby-step gu1dance for collegebound students on wntmg essays for appllcat1on to colleges.
The book costs $9 95 at downtown book stores
The College Cost Book 198687. oHers a current llstmg of tUItion and housmg charges for
more than 3,400 colleges . The
book also d1scusses vanous financial a1d programs and their
el1g1b1llty requ~rements Th1s
book, published by the College
Board. costs $10 95

A Y PIECE OF
CUSTOM JEWELRY

Lee Relaxed Rider Jeans
Easy Fitting Rider

N0" $1999

TV program on DuSable Clinic
wins award

LEE
PRfNT DENfMS
1
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WBBM-TV s ' Common
Ground " program on sex education and b1rth control d1stnbut1on at Du Sable was honored
with the 'CEBA' (Communications Excellence to Black Audiences) Award .
The show featured advocates
from both sides of the controversial Du Sable issue of
whether contraceptives should
be distributed to curb teen pregnancy.

1/1'

Contraceptive advertising?
The American Academy of
Pediatrics (AAP) is supporting
and encouraging the advertising of nonprescription contraceptives on television and radio.
According to.the AAP the majority of teens do not anticipate
their f irst sexual experience, and
because of this, they risk the
serious consequences of sexual intercourse.
The AAP believes that advert ising will focus on responsible
sexual behavior.

North Riverside-Park Plaza • 7337 W, 25th SL • North Riverside • Ph. 442-8658
Courtesy Plaza • 5160 S. Pulaski • Chicago • Ph. 582-0082
Riverview Plaza • 3334 N. Western • Chicago • Ph. 472-2175
Scottsdale Shopping Ctr. • 7925 S. Cicero • Chicago • Ph. 767-6630
East Side Plaza • 3552 E. ll8th St. • Chicago • Ph. 656-4207
Downtown Store • 33 E. Washington-lower level • Chicago • Ph. 346-1261

Warning: Taiwan Flu on the way
An official at Rush-Presbyterian-St. Lukes Medical Center
predicts that 20% of Chicago
wi ll be aHected by the Taiwan
Flu this winter. Taiwan is a recurring form of the 1950's flu virus.
The virus primarily aHects people not previously exposed to it.
People under 35 years- of-age
and those who suffer from
asthma and heart conditions are
" high risk" to this flu.
The Chicago Board of Health
advises teenagers to be immunized against the virus, but the
Board does not yet administer
the vaccines.
For more information consult
your physician or the Board of
Health at 744-8500. The normal
cost of shots is $5.
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Regular Store Hours
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"10 ,am <) I() pm
9 10 dill 7. 30 pan
Sun I I .un-6 pm

s.,,

DOWNTOWN
TORE
OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY
IN DECEMBER
ll a.m.- 5 p.m.

Downtown
Mun . l'hun.. . Fri 'I JO am 7 pan
Tuc' & Wed 9 .30 am·6 30 pm
Sal. 10 am-5.30 pm

Dlmcn1lon1
In ltcvhlon

~ Layaway and exchange privileges. MasterCard and Visa
~

Teen critic receives four stars in
review writing competition

accepted. Not all colors and styles available at all

IAiiiiiii!liJ

stores . ~

Come to Dimension in Fashion where we feature fashions
for junior wi th u h brand name as ForenLa, Limited
E'\.pre . Pa lmetto, Eyer of Ca lifornia, jordache, Gitano, and
m,mv, many more. All fa hion at Dimensions In Fashion are
fir t qualitv, never i11 egulars or econd . and the label
a1c rH:' ver <.Ut out, o Cll'>tomers alwa}'> know what they are
h ll\ i ng. You can expect to find a\ ing up to 70% off typical
dl' panmem · core and p cialt} tore prices and a wide range
of service . including lay-away a nd a liberal
exchange re turn policy.

NEED HELP GETTING THAT SPECIAL GIFT
FOR T HAT SPECIAL PERSON ON YOUR L IST?
~ow

thru Chri tmas there will be Per onal hopper
Jvaila ble at all ~ore to as i t you with making that
pe ia l gift election - ju t look for the bright red and

"'hire a h ~ !

Jack Stoller Ed1tonal D~rec
tor of New Expression, a sen1or
at Wh1tney Young won d1stmct1on 1n the natmal Journalism
Education Assoc1at1on·s on-thespot rev1ew-wnt1ng compet1t1on,
Nov. 21 Stoller's rev1ew of a
made-for-TV mov1e, wh1ch will
be broadcast on Chnstmas Eve,
placed among the top three
entries
The contestants from New Expression 1n on-the-spot newswntlng, feature-wntmg and revlew-wntmg used Rad1o Shack
portable com pulers, the f1rst
t1me in the history of the JEA
contest that students composed
with the new technology.
Constitution contests
The Chicago Sun-Times and
the Constitutional R1ghts Foundation are sponsoring a contest
for lllin1os h1gh school newspapers to encourage them to do
a special issue on the Bicentenn ial of the U.S. Constitution.
Schools that are participating
must register by January 24.
First prize is a personal computer and second place is a 35mm
camera which will go to the
winning schools. For mformation call Carolyn Pereira at 6639057. For information on other
programs for the Commemeration of the Constitution call
Cheryl Niro at 726-4853.
Board tries to limit transfers
According to a new ruling of
the Chicago School Board, high
school students who wish to
transfer schools must have their
transfers approved by the District Office. The Board announced that this rule is intended to reduce the number of
transfers within the high
schools.
In establishing this rule the
Board 1s limiting the power of
athletic coaches to recruit
players.
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FRIDAY - DEC. 5th
WGCI'S "FAST EDDIE"
FRIDAY- DEC. 12th
WBMX'S "JUMPIN' JUUAN PEREZ"
FRIDAY -DEC. 19th
BATTLE OF THE TEEN-AGED JOCKS
WBMX'S- "BAD BOY" BILL -VS. "KICIUN' KENNY V"
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Volunteeringa great place
to sta·rt

Chicago Hlstorlal Society
Clark Street at North Avenue
642-4600
Contact: Nancy Lace
Position: Serve as an lllimos Pioneer
Life Gallery Volunteer.
Skills: Person should be interested in
history and will ing to do research.
Age limits: 13-years-old (high school
student)
Hours and Days: The person would
work a minimum of 3 hrs. a week.
Adavantages: This program offers a
good career experience for any student who would like to teach history.
How do teens apply: Teens should
apply after Jan. 1. Call Nancy Lace.
United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF)
540 N. Michigan Avenue-Suite 200
670-2376
Contact: Jan Wacholz
Position: Assistant to the Board of
Directors, assisting office work, such
as answering phones, filing papers
and helping to collect money.
Skills: Organizational connection with
other people.
Age limits: none
Hours and Days: Any day, any time a
volunteer wishes to donate service.
Advantages: Offers work experience
and a chance to help others.
How do teens apply: Call Jan Wacholz
for more information.

By Stephanie Walters, Casandra Chew, Tenlsha Ameen,
Johnle Jenkins, Karrlema Thomas, Johanne Wesley and
Ramona Palmer
Job experience can start through volunteering.
Leadership training can start through volunteering.
Contacts for future jobs and scholarships can start through
volunteering.
Caring for others in the community can start through volunteering.
For example, Betsy Mason, a senior at New Trier, was attracted to
the "caring" opportunities. "I volunteer at Express-ways Museum
as a tour guide at the museum because I feel really good about
helping the kids,"she said . It gives me a special feeling."
Joann Ball, a senior at St. Ignatius, was attracted to volunteer
work in the peace movement with the American Friends Service
Committee. "But I also volunteered in order to develop organizational and communications skills on-the-job, " she explained. "The
work I've done to organize 'The Children of War Tour' has really
pressed me to improve these skills."
This month New Expression is playing match-maker in an
attempt to match our teen readers with those Chicago agencies
that are looking for teen volunteers. We called 22 agencies and
asked exactly what teens would be doing if they chose to volunteer
their time at that agency.
Would they be sweeping floors or gaining work experience?
The answers to these questions are available in this Guide to
Volunteering .

American Friends Service Committee
59 E. Van Buren
427-2533
Contact: Leslie Bryster
Position: Help with mailings, word
processing, mimeographing, arranging materials, filing. Skills: Typing is
helpful.
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: Whenever a student's schedule allows or when the
agency needs help.
Advantages: Getting involved in peace
work; involvement and collaboration
with other peace groups; learning
what's going on. " If a volunteer has a
good idea we may look into it. "
How do teens apply: Call the office
and talk to Leslie.
American Red Cross
43 E. Ohio Street
440-2029
Contact: Mr. Cary Willis
Position: Act as a member of the
Youth Council. Teens can work on the
programs set up by the Red Cross on
December 12-13; teens can work as
volunteers on a food drive set up by
WGN radio. Teens can also sign up
tor classes, beginning in January,
that will prepare them for competition
with other first aid teams across the
country.
Skills: No skills needed.
Minimum Age: 13
Hours and Days: The hours and days
that teens work depend on the programs that the Red Cross organizes.
Most work is done on the weekends.
Advantages: Meeting people from
other cultures; learning new ski lls,
such as CPR career experience, and
learning about first aid.
How do teens apply: Write a letter to
the American Red Cross Youth Council in care of Mr. Cary Willis.

Campfire for Boys and Girls Metropolitan Chicago Council
104 S. Michigan Suite 432
263-6218
Contact: Ms. Nancy Read
Position: Working with kindergarten
children .
Skills: Once you are accepted there is
a one-hour orientation when volunteers are tramed and receive lesson
plans.
Age limits: 18 years and older. Teens
under 18 can apply and will work with
leaders 18-and-older as a LITLeader In Training .
Hours and Days: At least an hour a
week, the day and time is of the volunteer's own choosing.
Advantages: Career experience, an
employment reference, gain the ablility to work with chi ldren.
How do teens e~pply: Call Ms. Read
requesting application informtion.
Museum of Selene~ and Industry
5700 S. Lake Shore Dr.
684-1414 Extentlon 422. Contact: Kitty Pfutzeureuter
Position: Guide at the "Curiosity
Place" Exhibit. Volunteer would be
helping children ages six and under
with arts and crafts and science projects available in the exhibit.
Skills: Volunteers must be able to
work with chi ldren and their parents.
Age Limits: The mir:~imum age is 15.
Hours and Days: Teen volunteers work
4 hours a day every other weekend
du~ngtheschoolyear.

Advantages: Good work experience
and understanding of how a museum
operates.
How do teens apply: Call Kitty to
make an appointment for an interview.

Chlcagoland Radio Information Service
425 N. Michigan-Suite 1146
645-9800
Contact: Fay Simmons
Position: Radio internships.
Skills: Applicant must know how to
read well.
Age limits: none
Hours and Days: The hours would be
flexible to be conducive to both
parties.
Advantages: Would be an excellent
experience for those who want to go
into broadcasting.
How do teens apply: Contact Fay
Simmons and ask about the application procedures.
Citizens Information Service
67 E. Madison St. Room 1406
236-0315
Contact: Ann Evans or Lucy Ramirez
Position: Volunteers are needed for
the publication office to help with the
newsletter and arso to answer phones,
to do light typing and filing.
Skills: No necessary skills, but typing
is helpful.
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: Volunteers can arrange a regular time like once a week
or twice a month. Open five days.
Advantages: Volunteers will be working in an office that deals with political organization and education and
could learn about political organizing.
How do teens apply: Visit the office or
call Ann Evans or Lucy Ramirez .
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
6 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 414
236-4491
Contact: Linda Higham
Position: Mailing and stuffing of envelopes, and o ther types of clerical
work . Teen volunteers will be putting
together press kits that inform citizens and businesses of what cystic
fibrosis is- a fatal disease that primarily strikes teens and young children .
Skills: none
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: Anytime between 9
and 5, Monday thru Friday.
Advantages: Volunteer will learn office ski lls and help distribute information on raising funds for cystic fibrosis.
How do teens apply: Give Linda a cal l
at the foundation .
Planned Parenthood
17 N. State
781-9550
Contact: Tracey Miller
Position: Operator on the Pro-Choice
Hotline. Clerical work such as filing
and work as a receptionist.
Skills: Needs a good speaking voice.
Should be good with people.
Age Limits: The minimum age is 16.
Hours and Days: Hours and days vary
depending on teen's schedule.
Advantages: Teen can gain counseling experience.
How do teens apply: Contact Tracey
Miller to schedule a time fN an interview.

Constitutional Rights Foundation
220 S. State St. Suite 730
663-9057
Contact: Jody Patton
Position: Clerical and phone help for
putting together legal aid information.
Skills: Typing would be helpful.
Age Limits: Must be a high school
student.
Hours and Days: No specific hours.
Open Monday thru Friday until 5 pm .
Advantages: Teens would develop organizational, computer and interviewing skills.
How do teens apply: Contact Jody,
Monday thru Friday until 5 pm .

Greater Chicago Food Depository
4529 S. Tripp
247-3663
Contact: Linda Napier or Lucille
Wilson
Position: Taking inventory of canned
goods. Sorting food. Loading and
unloading canned goods from trucks
that deliver to the food pantries.
Skills: none
Age Limits: The minimum age is 17.
Hours and Days: The depository is
open Monday thru Friday 8 to 4 pm.
Teens don't have to work all day and
can set hours according to their
schedule.
Advantages: Teens who worl< 4 hours
on any day recieve a bag of food for
their efforts to assist the city's hungry.
How do teens apply: Call Linda Napier at the Depository to schedule a
worktime.

Exress-Ways Children's Museum
2041 N. Lincoln Park West
281-3222
Contact: Carol Dragon
Position: Volunteers demonstrate how
museum exhibits operate and help
the visitors through the museum.
Work with children to help them produce various art projects.
Skills: Teens should have an interest
in working with children and/ or an
interest in art.
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: The museum is open
9:30am. to 4:30pm. and 10-3 weekends.
Advantages: Teens would gain work
experience in the public relations
field.
How do teens apply: Call Carol
Dragon to schedule an appointment
for an interview.

Midwest Community Council
9 S. Kedzie
826-2244
Contact: Sharon McDaniel
Position: Teens are needed to be
receptionists and help with other clerICal work. Teens are needed to go to
various community meetings and take
notes for the Council. Volunteers
would be attending meetings to report for newsletters that the Counci l
distributes.
Skills: none
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: The Council is open
9 am-5 pm . Monday thru Fnday.
Advantages: Teens would gain excellent work training as well as make
contacts through the community
while sharpening writing skills.
How do teens apply: Contact Sharon
McDaniel at the Council.
Chicago Office of Fine Arts
78 E. Washington
744-6630
Contact: Jerry Wainscott
Position: Teens would be doing office
work in the Communications and Cultural Grants departments, working
alongside employees in the department.
Skills: none
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: The office is open 9
am to 5 pm.
Advantages: Teens with art talentdrama, music, film , etc. -will be making importallt contacts in a field they
wish to pursue while gaining work
experience.
How do teens apply: Call Jerry Wainscott for a time for an interview.

(continued on Page
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For 20 years we have spun enchantment ...
join us as we weave magic again!
Chicago Tribune Charities
presents

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

Reserve your tickets today!

Call (312) 791-6000
(Visa, MasterCard or
American Express orders)

Tickets are also available
at the Arie Crown Box Office
and all Ticketron locations.

Gro\.Jp Sales
(312) 791-6190
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nee again the enchanting
story of The Nutcracker comes
to life in the Chicago Tribune
Charities' annual Christmas
ballet. lWirling ballennas turn
into sparkling snowflakes. A little girl travels to a
glistening wonderland on a bed that floats
through the air. And a handsome prince leads an
army of toy soldiers into battle. It's a dazzling
performance which delights adults and children alike.
Come celebrate the 20th annual production of
The Nutcracker with your family and friends . There's
no better way to capture the magic of
the holiday season!
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Matinees 2 PM
Sat.. Dec. 13
Sun., Dec. 14
Wed ., Dec. 17
Thurs., Dec. 18
Sat., Dec. 20
Sun ., Dec. 21
Mon .• Dec. 22
1\Jes . Dec. 23

Fri., Dec. 26
Sat., Dec. 27
Sun., Dec. 28
Evenings 7 PM
Fri.. Dec. 12
Sat., Dec. 13
Sun .. Dec. 14

1\Jes., Dec. 16
Wed., Dec. 17
Thurs., Dec. 18
Fri .. Dec. 19
Sat., Dec. 20
Sun., Dec. 21
1\Jes.. Dec. 23
Fn., Dec. 26
Sat.. Dec. 27

TICKET PRICES
Mon.-Fri. Sat.-Sun.
Mam Floor
. . .. $16
Front Balcony . . . . 14
Middle Balcony . . . 10
Top Ba)cony . . . . .
4
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Let Me Out
by Amalia Stodolsky

Inside were tiled floors and black chalk- sonality.
boards and closed doors. There was a
The grass seemed to ex 1st to make visdrunk teacher at the chalkboard, saying, ible the lovely curvatures of the wmd
"Test. take test.. fail tests .. bad class ... waves.
tests, tests."
"1'\s the wind blew through the window,
He was always at least partly drunk, she shivered. But it was a healthy shiver;
and he'd been at the school so many a revmg of the blood nrculatJon, a remodecades that the parents just accepted val of kinks from the back
that the1r children had to take his algebra
The air tasted moist; it tasted clear.
class. Take the class and then be done w1th From her desk chair near the window she
him.
could hear the ca lls and laughter of the
Often people will leave a wrong un- elementary school children across the
righ ted when they know they won't en- street as they played on the Big Toy. They
counter it again. Mr. Stonyers was a would be wearing winter coats now to
wrong unrighted . And that sort of atti- protect them from the moist coldness
tude is something that spirits of child ren, w hich brings flu and to insulate them
by nature, rebel against.
from frequent jumps and fa lls into pudInside, everything was unnatural on dles.
this day. Even the seniors didn't seem
Part of her wished that she could be
themselves.
their teacher or be playing with them, or
Desp1te h er being heated o n one half of even just watching them. She dayher body and feeling uncomfortablly cold dreamed about observing them from a
on the other half, she wanted the window d1stance, escaping this classroom to feel
open. It was her most definite connection the1r carefree happiness.
with what she saw and felt was beautifu l.
Outs1de, the wind was not the kmd
But still, she felt a part of two separate which dries the throat and face, but the
worlds
kind that most people, and children espeOutside, the air was fresh and cold. The cially, breathe deeply into the lungs at
wmdow, opened at an angle from the least once a day. It was the kind of air that
square tile floor, guided her eyes to the makes each person feel clean.
long, dark green grass lawn . When a lawn
The teacher was handing out graded
is allowed to grow just slightly longer algebra exams to the class. Thete were
than usual it appears to become wild; a three "A's" and many low grades, he
deeper s hade of green, each blade alive, informed them . He was scolding them
each a separate entity with its own per- ' again, some people individually. Yet his

Volunteer agencies
SUPR (Students United for Participation and Representation) 207 S. Wabash
663-0543
Contact: Rebecca Reuter or Scooter
Yedavalli

Post! on: Jun1or and senior volunteers
act as Col lege Peer Counselors, receive trai n1ng from col lege admisSions counse lors, enabl ing them to
he lp jun 1ors a nd seniors complete
college app lications and seek financial a id Another g roup (freshmen
through seniors) volun teer to tutor
needy grade school students, espeCially 3rd, 4th and 5th graders.
Hours and Days: Flexible accordmg
to the volunteer's schedule.
Advantages: As tutors teens can improve their own math, English and
history skills by teachmg others
Those 1n col lege peer counseling program can make contacts with admissions counselors and improve their
own college entrance preparat1on
How do teens apply: Teens should
contact Rebecca (college peer counseling) or Scooter (tutors) for more
r Informat iOn
Church Federation of Greater Chicago- Anti- Hunger Program
111 E. Wacker Drive
565-1100
Contact: Barbara Uteg
Position: Teens are needed dunng
Chnstmas vacat1on to help w1th typmg and answenng phones.
Skills: none
Age limits: The mm1mum age IS 16.
Hours and Days: The Federation IS
open Mon -Fn 9 am-5 pm
Advantages: Help1ng the poor and
hungry at Chnstmas t1me
Ho w do teens apply: Call Barbara at
the Federat1on to schedule work
hours

(continued from Page 11)
Teen Division of Jewish Community
Center of Chicago and Suburbs
3003 W. Touhy Ave nue
675-220
Contact: Pearl Kane
Position: Become a metro-teen volunteer Some teens volunteer as receptionists and office workers, others
volunteer to do community service,
helpmg with child care and visiting
the e lderly in the area. Volunteers are
also needed to help organize "Walk
W1th Isreal, " a marathon to aid Isreal.
Skills: none
Age Limits: none
Hours and Days: The center IS open
from 9 am to 5 pm.
Advantages: Teens can develop organizational and leadership sk1lls.
How do te ens apply: Contact Pearl
Kane at Metro-teen for more mformatlon .
Youth Communication
207 S . Wabash
663-0543
Contact: Tanya Bonner
Position: Volunteers can work as reporters , mov1e/mus1c reviewers, photographers , and art1sts or w1th cable
television production.
Skills: Teens should have an Interest
1n wntmg Photographers should have
a 35 mm camera Artists should bnng
a sample of the1r work
Age lim its : Must be a h1gh school
student
Hou rs and Days: Flexible accordmg
to teen schedule
Advantages : Teens can make contacts w1th professional journalists at
c1ty newspapers and televiSIOn and
rad1o stat1ons wh1le gammg valuable
work experience
How do teens apply: LooK 1n New
Expression for a •-c ty meetmg dates
o ca. Tan; a a: New Expression

Art by $ean Hick s

whole appearance-tense body posture,
fnghtening ly swift, Jerky movemen ts,
sharp facial express1ons-expressed his
displeasure with all the students. A harsh
comment to one seemed an insult to all.
Before he could finish his sarcasm,
Rachel, her best friend , rose up from her
seat. "M r. Stonyers, everyone in this class
is not stupid! Has it ever occured to you
that the reason we have these bad grades
is because you can't teach!"
She was crying now, and t he class was
rowdy, taking Rachel's side, no longer a
class of obed1ent and accepting students,
but, rather, an eruption of upset and emotional people.
They were pointing, yelling, explaming
their frus trations. They seemed suddenly
tQ respect themselves enough to voice
their own opinions and feelings, to get
out of their books and leap off the pages
into life, not to be erased. Feelings of
anger so long suppressed were now surfaci ng in their eyes in the angry sound of
chairs forced backward.

Correction
In our October College Section's
"Profiles in Disappointment" story,
we published an mterv1ew w1th a college freshman known m the stoFy as
Cass1e. Cass1e said tht she was unable to afford DePaul's Theatre School
because it would cost between
$15,000 and $20,000 a year Her mformatlon was inaccurate.
TUition at the Theatre school 1s
$7,000 a year; room and board for an
academic year ranges between $2,948
and $3,630 per year for a total of
$10,000, not $15,000. We regret the
error.

The confusion was everywhere
Mr. Stonyers, w1th solemn purpose.
wa lked directly to the windo~ .md
slammed it shut.
The oak tree stood tallm the peaceful
courtyard outside, not y1elding to the
sound escaping through the closed wmdow of a classroom next to many classrooms . The surrounding bvddings were
ta ller than the oak, bu t they were not
growing. One child standmg m fr0n' of
the school was unnoticable One blade of
grass beside a door could barely be ~een.
And one classroom could never leav£ ·he
school: it was held there, attached .:~nd
bound.
Bu t a child could leave-could play
carefree on the B1g Toy. and m the
streets-could grow and dance as the
grass does, could des1gn buildings Jnd
create them.
As crisp leaves of rust and gold floated
down from the strong branches of the oak
tree, aut umn bloomed

" YOUNG CHICAGO" is the teen
literary magazine of New ExpreSsion
Each month, one or two short stones
by Chicago-area students are featured
"YOUNG CHICAGO" is always m
teres ted in reviewmg new manuscnph
for publication. Do you have a story w
tell? Do you enjoy reading other wn
ters' works and offenng suggestions
to the authors? If so, jom us for the
first staff meeting of "Young Chicago,'
Wednesday, Dec. 17 3 30 pm. at 207 S
Wabash . Bring your best work w1th
you.
"Young Chicago" 1s made possible by
a grant from the Ilhn10s Arts Coun( I

- GENERAL INFORMATION-

1. HOW MANY MEMBERS IN GROUP?
2. WHAT TYPE OF INSTRUMENTS &
MUSIC?

3. GROUP NAME?
4. SCHOOL NAME?
5. PHONE NUMBER & AGENT TO

v

CONTACT?~--.._....-......

- SEND All INQUIRIES TO -

T.C. PRODUCTIONS
P.O . BOX 802231
CHGO IL. 60680-2231

ALL INQUIRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
DECEMBER 31 1986
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New Expression
on Cable TV
Watch it!

Theatre/Music
Nutcracker
Dec 12-28,$4-$18
Ane Cro wn
(See advertisement o n Page 12)

Lane Tech. H. S. Symphony Orchestra
Dec 11 , 12 pm, Co ncert
Daley C1v1c Center

New Expression's teen-produced
cable TV show will make Its debut on
Monday, Jan. 19 at 7:30p.m . on Channel19.
The show combines news with discussion about teen Issues. The first
topic for discussion on " Student
Voices" Is the DuSable clinic controversy and the Issue of sex education.
Be sure to watch every Monday
night at 7:30.

A Christmas Story
Dec 16. 5 pm, Mov1e
Cultural Center Theatre

Zoo Thousand One
Nov 12-Jan 4, $12.50-$14 50
Goodman Theatre

Chicago Children's Choir
Dec. 18, 12 pm
Con cert holiday music
Daley Civic Center

A Christmas Carol
Nov 25- Dec 31, $16-$25
Goodman Theatre

The Christmas Album: A portrait of Nat
King Cole
Dec. 19, 12:15 pm
Tribute to Nat King Cole:
Charles Edwards Ensemble
Cultural Center Theatre

Free Events
Cinderella
Dec. 8, 12.15 pm
Rejoice Repertory Theatre
Cultural Center Theat re

Excerpts from Nutcracker Suite
Dec. 22, 12 pm , Dance
Dance Center North at Daley Center

The Bishop's Wife
Dec. 9, 5 pm
Movie: Cary Grant
Cultural Center Theatre

Nlbzanlm Israeli Folk Dancers, Shelly
Urbach, and Mesher Teen Dance
Dec. 23, 12 pm
Concert: Christmas music , songs
and dances.
Daley Civic Center

Kenwood Academy Choir
Dec. 10, 5:30 pm
Cultural Center Theatre
Christmas Puddings and Pies
Dec. 11, 5:30 pm
Pantomme, Illustrated Theatre
Cultural Center Theatre

...........................
The Witch's Holiday
Dec. 27, 11 am
Puppet Show, Steve Fennigan
Cultura l Center Theatre

The Muppets take Manhattan
Dec. 29, 2 pm
Cultu ral Center T heatre

Chicago Chamber Orchestra
Dec. 28, 3 pm
Concert: Mozart and Carell i
C ultural Center Prest on Bradl ey
Hall
Kwanza Celebration , Najwa Dance
Corps
Dec. 29, 5.30 pm , African Dance
Cu ltural Center Th eat re

Ngzo Saba
Dec. 30, African musical
Cultural Center T heatre
Public Skating
$1.25 adults, $.75 ch ildren u nder 14
(s kate rental fee)
Ca ll 294-4790 for days & ti mes
Daley Plaza

Kwanza
Dec. 29, 12 pm
Performance and music concert
Daley Civic Center

White Christmas
Dec. 23, 5 pm , Movie
Cultural Center Theatre

Kwanza Celebration Films
Dec. 30, 5 pm
Mov1 es on Africa
Cu ltural Center Theatre

VJSA•

PURCHASE
ANY STYLE

CLASS RING
BEFORE CHRISTMAS

ALL CHICAGOLAND -

HIGH SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
NORTHEAST
1143 W. SHERIDAN RD.

DOWNTOWN
162 N. STATE

PHONE: 508- 9797

PHONE: 641- 1831

NORTH
3455 N. WESTERN
PHONE: 525-4238

N e w Expression Nov. Dec 1986

SOUTHEAST
2115 E.87th STREET
PHONE: 221-6893
c.

j

(Movie Guide)
Charming animation! Absurd comedy! Soul-searching dramas! Thrilling
adventures! Broadway on the screen!
These are the subjects you'll find in
our movie picks tor November and
December.
American Tall
Steven Spielberg's first animated
film is about a Polish mouse named
Feivel Mousekewritz who gets separated from his family enroute to New
York in 1885. He is knocked overboard into a bottle and washes ashore.
In New York he finds the dangers and
pleasures of a new home and life as
he tries to finds his family. Great preChristmas entertainment. Four stars.
Now showing .
Clockwise
Th is movie starring John Cleese
will be a treat fo r Monty Py thon fans.
C leese portrays a punctual headmaster of an Englis h prep school. He has
to g ive a speech to al l headmasters of
England in Norwich and ends up
missing the train and having his
speech headed in the opposite direction on another train. For those who
know the early morning rush to get to
school on time, this story is for you.
Three and a half stars. Premieres
Dec. 5.
Night Mother
Here's a movie that's right up teens'
alley about a mother and daughter
whose love for each other is tested by
the daughter's right to control her life.
The women , portrayed by Ann Bancroft and Sissy Spacek, provide a
movie that teens have been waiting
far-no sterotypes, only real issues.
No rating. Premieres Dec. 5.

Peggy Sue Got Married
A 40-year-old woman, Peggy Sue
(Kathleen Turner) , passes out at her
25th high school reunion and travels
back to her senior year of high school.
Though she is back in a teen setting ,
she retains her adult memory and
perspectives. In this time warp she
has the chance to change her life by
not marrying the husband whom she
has divorced.
This movie offers a great contrast
between the SO's and the 80's, which
makes for great laughs. Three and a
half stars. Now showing.
Three Amigos
Steve Martin (Lucky Day), Chevy
Chase (Dusty Bottoms) and Martin
Short (Nedalander) play three fearless romantic heroes in Santo Paco,
Mexico in a sure comedy hit. They
answer a desperate plea for help from
Carmen (Patrice Martinez) against
the Ch ieftan El Guapo and his band
of out laws. Fans of the earlier days of
Saturday Night Live will be thrilled.
No rating. Premieres Dec. 12.
Brighton Beach Memoirs
Neil Simon's long running Broadway smash about a teen growing up
in Brighton Beach, N. Y. is a warm
treat for a cold hol iday. Johnathan
Silverman (Gimme a Break) plays
Eugene Jerome. He is the narrator of
his teen life that is spent with his
tyrannical mother, his understanding
father, his brother, his cousins and
aunt. The problems faced by this family are not only financial but social. It
is a fresh and honest portrayal of a
young teen growing up in the 1950's.
Premieres Dec. 25.

Marlee Matlin:
·child of a Lesser God
New Expression missed the preview
of "Children of a Lesser God" In Chicago. Fortunately, we caught a better
viewpoint on the movie from YNS
reporter Jon Merwltzer, who knows
the real value of such a great movie.
LOS ANGELES, (YNS)- Youth News
Service reporter Jon Merwitzer recently interviewed actress Marlee
Matlin, who made her film debut in
" Children of a Lesser God." Matlin,
21 , has been deaf since the age of 18
months. She attended John Hersey
High School in Chicago, a public
school with a special education program for the deaf and continued her
studies at Wlliam Rainey Harper College in Palatine. Merwitzer, wh.o is
also hearing-impaired, conducted the
interview through sign language
translator Jack Jason. Here are highlights from that inter view:
YNS: What was it like growing up with
a hearing loss?
MATLIN: I became deaf as an infant
after a high fever. Growing up was
very frustrating because kids my age
and older always made me play with
the younger children . One day I told
them to stop rejecting me because I
was different. I stood up to the kids
and made them listen to me, and they
understood. And orJe girl even started
to cry, she felt so bad. After that, everyone included me in the neighborhood activities.
YNS: How do you relate to the film
characters?
MATLIN: Sarah Worman, the film character, is very angry and mysterious.
She spent her life in a boarding school
fo r the deaf because she"was rejected
by her family. I grew up in a very normal household, and my family are
very supportive. But Sarah and I have
one thing in common-we don't let
anyone stop us!
YNS: What was the message you

•.
were trying to tell the audience?
MATLIN: I was trying to share my feelings, as an actress, to get people to
stop and listen and take the time to
communicate with one another. My
message to the hearing world is that
we (deaf people) can do and feel the
same things that hearing people can
do.
YNS: How do you think this movie will
influence teens who are deaf and
hard of hearing?
MATLIN: There are so many levels of
deaf people. Some may be critical of
the signing and the story subject.
Overall , I hope it wi ll influence deaf
kids that they are the ones we're trying to represent in the film.
YNS: As a result of your role in this
movie do you think disabled kids will
want to become actors?
MATLIN: There are a lot of disabled
young actors out there already that
arent allowed to show their craft.
Maybe "Children of a Lesser God"
will open the doors for disabled
actors, and people who can afford to
make films will open their eyes and
ears to let the disabled show their
talent.
Jon Merwltzer, 15, attends the Windward School in Los Angeles and reports for the YNS Los Angeles Bureau.

Entertainment .
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Alphaville
Afternoons in Utopia
In the wake of the British nvasion,
bands from other European countnes
have been largely 1gnored 1n the rock
world Amenca ns frequently m1ss out
on the best European exports.
W1th the1r second album the German synthesizer band A lphaville
proves that the Bnt1sh aren't the only
ones who can make good mus1c
'Afternoons 1n Utop1a · is a collection
of son gs that has a message of optimIsm backed up by strong feeling.
The first s1de IS the stronger one,
melod1c, w1th compellmg dance
tracks that almost force the listener to
move The second s1de, with a few
exceptions 1s slower, with a more
reflective tone. A number o f guest
music1ans on drums, bass and guitar
add depth to the sound of the skillfully handled keyboards.
Marian Gold's Iynes (which are all
1n English) center on the 1dea that the
power of youth will bnng the world
mto a new age of un1versal harmony.
In songs such as " Fantastic Dream,"
"Jerusalem " and "Afternoons in Utopia," Gold clearly expresses his hope
for a better future. Unlike many popular bands, whose songs rely on disposable, meaningless lyrics, Alphavi lle tackles subjects such as Greenpeace, the media, stardom and God.
Unfortunately, the album's lyrical
st rength 1s also its most glaring weakness. Gold's message is often obscured when he becomes too abstract
to be understood. Most o f this occurs
on the seco nd s1de, in songs like
"Carol Masters" and " Lass1e Come
Home." There are randomly inserted
references . like those to "Mighty Maomoondog" that are nearly incomprehensible
Despite these flaws, "Afternoons in
Utopia" sounds like the band actually
cares about the mus1c. They certain ly
put some thought and heart into producing the album. Hopefully, Americans will g1ve A lphavllle a l1sten, even
1f the group 1s from the wrong side of
th e English Channel.
Nancy Wallace

~
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Talking Heads·
True Stories

Over the past decade. the Talking
Heads have been one of the most
innovative bands 1n rock mus1c The1 r
hauntmg, edgy musical style and
avant-garde fashion distinguish them
from all other art1sts
The1r past successes include Stop
Making Sense. a film currently 1n 1ts
second year at the F1ne Arts Theater,
and 'Little Creatures · heralded by
many as bemg the best album of
1985 In the wake ot these accomplishments, ''True Stones IS a disappointment.
L1ke all of thei r recent albums, this
one Nas produced by the band It
Includes songs from the mot1on picture of the same name. directed by
lead smger David Byrne.
Until now, the Talking Heads have
largely been a cult band , with their
music directed towards a specific
aud1ence. " True Stories" seems to be
more geared to mass popularity. The
current si ng le, "Wild Wild Life" is
dubbed as a 'hit single" on the the
album package.
Not so w 1th "Dream Operator, "
which sounds like a waltz with slurred
vocals or " Puzzli n' Evidence," which
combines repetitive drum tracks with
a screeching organ solo.
"True Stones" is not without its
bright spots. " People Like Us" is the
best song on the album, a countrywestern based track with enjoyable
vocal harmonies and refreshing verse
melodies. " Love for Sale" is a positive
demonstration of the rhythm section 's
talent, a solid, danceable song. "Papa
Legba " is a delightfully dreamy song
that is a throwback to their 1980
album "Remain in Light."
Overall , this album is a step backwards for the Heads despite some
outstanding numbers. It is no secret
that the Talking Heads are capable of
greatness, but "True Stories " falls
short of the mark.
Ethan Stoller

Lead smger Chnss1e Hynde doesn 't
seem annoying as she did on " LearnIng to Crawl.' She smgs convincingly
in vanous styles- Indian melodies, a
country ballad and the rock and roll
classic 'A Room Full of Mirrors. " With
her distmct1ve voice she puts her personality mto all of them .
Most of the selections on "Get
Close" mvite the listeners to add their
own a1r guitars or cosmic sounds.
The new members of the band give
each song a unique musical feel. The

array of musical instruments 1s arranged perfectly, al most too perfectly
Some of the music sounds squeaky
clean like Mr Mister and The Hooters.
But Hynde's songs are much more
entertaming.
After a three-year break The Pretenders have dism1ssed their b1t1ng
sound and settled for somthing more
commercial But th1s is excusable.
because "Get Close· 1s a great musical growth for them.
David Ratzlow

The Pretenders
Get Close

No longer a simple garage band ,
The Pretenders deliver their most professional album to date. For the first
time they use synthesized sounds in
abundance. Their newfound diversity
finally makes them bearable for the
duration o f an album.
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photographers

Root Photographers is the official senior portrait and yearbook photographer for a great
many of the fine h1gh schools in the Chicagoland area

We feature America's most popular
class rings from Jostens, the
number one class ring
company. Stop in and see
all the reasons Jostens class
rings are # 1.

Jostens.
Americas class ring.

What does that mean to you?
It means those schools selected ROOT because of its excellence in senior
portraiture its 90 plus years of experience in school photography its fine
portrait quality and sensible prices.

It means-Creative senior portrait sittings with ex tra new and unique

6 W. Randolph
3rd Fleor
Chicago, IL 60601
Overlooking State Street Mall

poses FOR FREE

It means-Being photog raphed by a ROOT senior portrait specialist who
will capture your true personality in a portrait that will be treasured as a
graduation memoir for many years.

1131 West Sheridan • Chicago • 761-5500
THE FINEST IN SCHOOL PORTRAITURE

IEXP.re~QO
207 S Wabash, Chicago, IllinOIS 60604, (312) 663-0543
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